
Flying the flag 
for  

British Business

Graham Wilkinson took over Hampshire Flag in 2002. He wanted to run his own business, and saw 
the one-man-band firm as something he could grow. He wasn’t wrong; in 8 years Hampshire Flag 
became a business with 24 employees. However in November 2010 Graham realised he needed 
some help to maintain this growth rate and so he turned to ActionCOACH, Gary Mullins.

As its name suggests, Hampshire Flag produces hand sewn national and international flags, digitally 
printed flags, PVC banners, bunting, and table flags. It also offers a bespoke flag design service and 
supplies additional items such as flag poles.

Graham explains why he began working with Gary from ActionCOACH: “My business is closely  
connected to corporate marketing and retail, where many of our products are used for shop 
window dressing. The recession was biting hard, and when sales and marking budgets are cut, my 
business feels it. If growth wasn’t to stall I needed some inspiration – some new ideas to improve 
sales and profitability in a downturn.”

Graham didn’t just want to cope with the recession: “I also wanted to move my company up a gear. 
I wanted to take Hampshire Flag from a highly successful small business to an international player, 
but I wasn’t sure I had the skills to do it.”

One of the many ways in which ActionCOACH, Gary Mullins, has helped is by encouraging Graham 
to analyse what his business sells and which lines are the most profitable, so that these can be  
maximised. Graham also now constantly reviews how he generates sales leads. Hampshire Flag 
sells to 8,000-9,000 customers per year. Its customer base includes major names such as Microsoft, 
Coutts Bank, Buckingham Palace, Barclays, Foreign Embassies and the Government. However, only 
50% of sales are repeat business. “People don’t order a new flag every year.  So to hit our sales  
targets we need to find 4,000 new customers every year.”

To help Graham do this more profitably Gary suggested a system for assessing how his marketing 
activity is performing, which parts deliver leads, and the value of the business generated.  
Graham elaborates: “Gary has got me systematically spending time each week reviewing our  
Google Adwords, to make sure we get high quality leads from it. We also take a more rigorous  
approach to measuring our offline marketing too, like trade shows and magazine advertising.”

With a much clearer idea of the return on investment from individual marketing spend, Graham 
has been able to focus spend on the activities which worked best, and save money on those which 
don’t deliver. As a result, he has been able to reduce his marketing spend by 35% while at the same 
time increasing sales by 18%.

Gary has also encouraged Graham to map out his sales process and identify ways to improve it. This 
includes looking at the verbal prompts used by the sales team and how they deal with questions. 
Such improvement is ongoing; indeed the sales process is currently being reviewed with the help 
of the company’s 5-strong sales team and as with everything, testing and measurement are crucial. 
One team member is allowed to follow the new sales process, while the rest of the team continue 
with the old regime. The conversion rates will then be compared, so that the effectiveness of the 
changes can be assessed.
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“Doing it this way means our sales team is  
devising the process rather than just being given it, 
so we have real buy-in from them to any changes we 
make,” explains Graham. “It’s great the way  
ActionCOACH gets you deploying the team in this 
way, because as the business grows, you increasingly 
need a strong, engaged team.”

With his ActionCOACH’s help Graham has also  
become really clear about what his business offers 
and stands for. He explains why this has been so  
important: “With a big sales pipeline to fill, there 
could be a temptation to go after everything on the 

sales front, which would massively impact on our margins and weaken our market position. Gary’s 
work with us has eliminated this danger. We have a clear vision of what we are about.”

“We are a high quality, customer-service orientated, UK manufacturer. We are never going to be 
the cheapest, but that’s not what we want to be. Knowing our USP makes it so much easier to get 
our marketing messages right, to educate new potential customers, get them on board and keep 
them.”

According to Graham it has also made it a lot easier for him to make strategic business decisions 
on things that might have previously seemed quite daunting. “When you have a clear vision of 
where you are taking your business it becomes so much easier to confidently take decisions,  
because you know they are rooted in a solid plan that has real measurement behind it.”

Given the company’s high dependency on the web, one of these decisions has been to hire a full 
time web developer. He has helped the company develop a system through which customers can 
automatically create their own designs online. This has streamlined the otherwise more laborious 
approval process and eliminated lot of reworking, saving time and money. It also means customers 
can almost immediately see what their design will look like and order it more easily - cutting a  
process from days to minutes. At the moment the service is just available for banners but over the 
next 2-3 years the plan is to extend this across the majority of products that use a basic design.

With Gary’s encouragement, Hampshire Flag has also hired a full time designer with creative 
writing skills. This has helped the business save a lot of money by eliminating the use of external 
agencies for marketing materials and adverts. Again on the recruitment front, the company is now 
looking for a manager to oversee the sales and marketing teams - thus giving even more focus to 
this task and, importantly, freeing up Graham’s time. With all of this recruitment Gary has helped 
Graham develop a profile of the team member he is looking for, so that the candidate not only 
suits the role but fits with the team.

As part of the company’s drive to improve its efficiency, Graham has also recently invested in a 
new £120,000 machine for his factory. This was a very big investment, especially in the current 
climate, but having an ActionCOACH on board gave Graham the confidence to make such big  
decisions as he explains: “When weighing up this investment Gary gave me a tremendous  
perspective. He helped me think of the best, good and worst case scenarios. Even in the worst 
case we could afford the machine, and could see that it would improve things. The decision  
suddenly became a no brainier, but I’m not sure I’d have had the confidence to see thing so clearly 
before.”

Confidence seems to be the watchword for Graham Wilkinson and Hampshire Flag. In the two 
years since he began working with his ActionCOACH, Graham has seen any potential downturn 
averted. Indeed turnover has increased 18%, and profitability has leapt by 25%.

As for the future, he is feeling bullish: “Our five year plan, which again Gary has helped me devel-
op, includes turnover doubling, becoming the UK number one in our field, and using the blue print 
of the UK business to replicate our operation in Europe. That’s not a pipedream; it’s a real plan, 
with tried and tested systems in place to deliver it. I don’t think I could have got to this position 
without Gary.”
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